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Abstract  

Traditionally, international humanitarian law (IHL) is conceptualized as a body of mutually 
binding, horizontal international legal rules that are agreed upon by States and that govern the 
relationships between parties to armed conflicts. Yet, there is discernible evidence that 
contemporary IHL – and the broader normative environment that pertains to the regulation of 
armed conflicts in which it is situated – is incorporating elements of unilateralization, 
manifested in legal and non-legal norms that regulate armed conflicts taking the form of 
commitments whose validity is not dependent on being reciprocated. This article examines 
some of the systemic implications of unilateralization of IHL and considers its pitfalls and 
potential.  
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Introduction 

Traditionally, international humanitarian law (IHL) is conceptualized as a body of mutually 
binding, horizontal international legal rules agreed upon by States that govern the relationship 
between parties to armed conflicts. Its development has been closely intertwined with central 
notions such as belligerent equality and reciprocity that continue to exert significant influence 
on our thinking about what IHL is, how it develops, applies and operates and why it is being 
complied with. Yet, there is discernible evidence that contemporary IHL – and the broader 
normative environment that pertains to the regulation of armed conflicts in which it is 
situated – is incorporating elements of unilateralization, manifested in (legal and non-legal) 
norms that regulate armed conflicts taking the form of commitments whose validity is not 
dependent on being reciprocated. 

As far as States are concerned, unilateralization has evolved, at least partially, to compensate 
for their lack of appetite for “traditional” IHL-making through treaty and for their reluctance 
to clearly articulate their opinio juris. Vis-à-vis non-State parties to (non-international) armed 
conflicts, on the other hand, unilateralization speaks to some of the conundrums of 
conventional and customary IHL, such as why and how they are bound by these sources 
without being able to assume a role in their creation and how to strengthen their commitment 
to IHL. In both contexts of States and non-State actors alike, unilateralization is not a novel 
phenomenon. However, the increasing frequency with which actors resort to unilateral 
normative commitments suggests that the phenomenon is here to stay and warrants 
examination. 

This article begins with a clarification of the meaning of unilateralization and an illustration 
of it by some examples. In the same step, the broader context in which unilateralization takes 
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place will be provided. In a second step, the article turns to an analysis of the systemic 
implications of unilateralization and considers its pitfalls and potential. 

Unilateralization defined, exemplified and contextualized 

Unilaterilization encapsulates the idea that norms that regulate armed conflicts take the form 
of commitments of one party whose validity are not dependent on being reciprocated, 
whether it be by its (would be) opponent or by other international actors, most notably States. 
For purposes of the present analysis, the term “norms” is understood broadly to include all 
authoritative standards that guide, control and regulate proper and acceptable behaviour of 
parties to an armed conflict. In other words, they include non-legal norms and norms of 
domestic law and hence reach beyond international legal norms in the sense of being 
embedded in the commonly accepted doctrine on sources of public international law, 
including conventional and customary IHL, general principles of IHL and, somewhat more 
on the fringes, binding resolutions of international organizations (such as binding United 
Nations Security Council Resolutions).1 The all-inclusive term that will be used in the present 
article to capture all such norms regardless of their (international) legal status is “unilateral 
normative commitment”. Indeed, unilateral normative commitments often lack international 
legal force. The exception to that rule is the situation in which they produce legal obligations 
under international law. As far as States are concerned, this is the case if and when it can be 
deduced from the circumstances surrounding a unilateral act that a State intends to be bound 
as a matter of international law.2 Yet, as we will see, in many instances of unilateral 
commitments that States make, such an intent is not readily apparent, and is frequently more 
or less expressly rejected. Furthermore, the international legal status of unilateral 
commitments made by non-State organized armed groups is tenuous,3 with the exception of 
unilateral declarations made by an authority representing a people engaged in a war of 
national liberation as envisaged in Article 96(3) of the First Additional Protocol, the legal 
effects of which are clearly spelled out. However, regardless of whether unilateral 
commitments are of an international legal nature or not, they share the common feature of 
providing standards for the evaluation of parties’ behaviour during armed conflicts and 
prescriptions on which their behaviour during armed conflict is based.4 They possess 
normative force and, perhaps even more importantly, establish normative relations between 
an actor that makes a unilateral normative commitment and other actors (be they an opponent 
belligerent party or a third party, such as a non-belligerent State, an international 
organization, a humanitarian actor, the armed forces or the domestic constituency of a State 
making the unilateral commitment). 

Examples of unilateralization 

Examples of unilateral normative commitments abound. States have made unilateral 
declarations on a number of occasions,5 some of which may be binding as a matter of 
international law, whereas others may not be. Such unilateral declarations can either address 
specific issues (such as the disarmament, demobilization and reintegration of child soldiers)6 
or be more generic in nature (for example, by declaring that the State commits to the 
principles of the Geneva Conventions in a non-international armed conflict (NIAC)).7 Other 
than in relation to States, unilateral declarations have taken on a particularly significant role 
in securing normative commitments by non-State organized armed groups that are parties to a 
NIAC. These acts frequently consist of declarations through which the organized armed 
group in question expresses its intent to be bound by (certain) IHL treaties, commitments 
made to the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC), to United Nations bodies, to 
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Switzerland as the Depository of the Geneva Conventions and Additional Protocols thereto or 
to the non-governmental organization Geneva Call.8 As far as the substance of these 
declarations is concerned, they can either be of a general nature and include entire IHL 
treaties, or they can concern particular rules or issues, for instance in the form of “Deeds of 
Commitment” made under the auspices of Geneva Call on matters ranging from anti-
personnel mines and the protection of children to displacement and gender.9 Whether these 
unilateral declarations of organized armed groups are constitutive of international legal 
obligations or merely declaratory thereof is unclear. The ICRC is of the opinion that “the 
absence of any such commitment does not reduce the obligations of non-State armed groups 
to abide by treaty and customary international law”.10 Conversely, the existence of such 
commitments would, according to that view, presumably not be able to extend their 
obligations as a matter of international law, thus seemingly suggesting that the only way in 
which such groups can become bound as a matter of IHL is through the constructs of 
bindingness debated in doctrine.11 Yet, some practices of international courts and the United 
Nations suggest that an answer to the question is perhaps less categorical and that the 
international legal status of unilateral declarations of organized armed groups must be 
determined on a case-by-case basis.12  

Other unilateral normative commitments take the form of policies – understood here broadly 
to extend to domestic laws, regulations, procedures, administrative actions, incentives, or 
voluntary practices – that States adopt on a given issue. The US Department of Defense 
(DoD) Law of War Manual,13 for instance, is ripe with references to such policies on a range 
of issues that span from pre- and post-strike measures to address civilian casualties involving 
the use of force14 and implementing and enforcing IHL15 to weapons reviews16 and media 
coverage of military operations and the role of journalists.17 The US DoD Law of War 
Manual is also instructive in as much as it is one of the few military manuals that address the 
respective roles of such policies and IHL and the relationship between the two on a number 
of occasions. It explains that policies shall not be confused with opinio juris,18 and that DoD 
personnel may be required to adhere to law of war rules, even where the rules do not 
technically apply as a matter of law.19 The DoD Law of War Manual also articulates the 
general view that policy may go beyond the minimum restrictions of IHL, but may not be 
more permissive than what IHL allows.20 When political norms that pertain to the (non-legal) 
regulation of armed conflicts are being adopted, States usually do so on a non-reciprocal 
basis regarding the (would-be) belligerent opponent. Such policies henceforth constitute 
unilateral normative commitments in the present sense. 

IHL and policy converge in a variety of instruments, which assume a dual role in articulating 
unilateral commitments and as restatements of rules of IHL. Besides military manuals, such 
instruments include internal guidelines, instructions to the armed forces, disciplinary codes 
and codes of conduct, domestic legislation, de facto legislation enacted by non-State 
organized armed groups and Rules of Engagement.21 One of the challenges in examining the 
extent to which these instruments are declaratory of norms of IHL, of the opinio juris of a 
given State, or instead express unilateral normative commitments consists of disentangling 
IHL and policy. Rarely22 are States (and even less so organized armed groups) willing to 
offer detailed views on what they consider as belonging to one or the other realm and go 
beyond generic statements that IHL and policy must be distinguished from one another.23  
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Context: “Delegalization” 

The aforementioned examples indicate that unilateral commitments that are binding as a 
matter of international law are the exception to the rule that they are usually either not, or that 
they have, an uncertain standing as a source of international law (in the case of unilateral 
commitments of organized armed groups) or that they are articulated in instruments that 
constitute concoctions of international legal and policy considerations. As far as States are 
concerned, the dominance of unilateral commitments of a non-legal nature and the creation of 
grey zones in which law and policy are interspersed is intimately connected to the 
phenomenon of – for lack of a better term – “delegalization” of IHL proper and of norms that 
regulate armed conflicts more broadly. 

As far as the process of “delegalization” of IHL proper is concerned, States contest the 
customary nature of rules of IHL or refuse to become party to a given IHL treaty while 
emulating the pertinent rules as non-legal unilateral commitment. An example of the latter is 
the US policy on anti-personnel landmines, which aligns (outside the Korean Peninsula) with 
a number of the key requirements of the Ottawa Convention, to which the United States is not 
a party.24 While at other times, the practice to act in accordance with a treaty to which the 
United States is not a party may be informed by the consideration that the general principles 
of the treaty have been determined to be declaratory of customary international law,25 the 
United States expressly rejects that contention in relation to the prohibitions contained in the 
Ottawa Convention.26 We can therefore safely assume that the United States’ policy is a non-
legal unilateral commitment based on other (non-legal) considerations.27  

“Delegalization” of norms that regulate armed conflicts more broadly takes the form of non-
legal unilateral commitments forestalling the formation of new conventional and customary 
IHL. Here, a unilateral commitment prevents a new rule of IHL on a given issue to emerge 
because States commit to it expressly only as a matter of policy. An example is the UK's 
policy on not equipping military religious personnel with weapons.28 While the relevant 
provisions in conventional IHL are silent on the issue, the UK's clarification that not to arm 
them is a matter of policy forestalls a claim that it does so out of a sense of legal obligation 
that may inform a process of customary IHL formation to the effect that the bearing of arms 
by military religious personnel would be contrary to IHL. “Delegalization” of norms that 
regulate armed conflicts more broadly has a comparable effect on the adoption of new treaty 
rules, where States are reluctant to turn their policies on hitherto unregulated issues into 
legally binding rules of conventional IHL. “Delegalization” and unilateralization are 
intimately connected, as the former removes norms from the reciprocal relation that IHL 
gives rise to. The “delegalized” norms take the form of unilateral commitments instead. 

As far as States are concerned, unilateralization and “delegalization”, in turn, are 
manifestations of a broader geopolitical environment that has aptly been described as the 
multilateral ice age, characterized by a deep sense of mistrust between States in multilateral 
processes, a tangible fatigue of States to commit to new international legal rules and other 
multilateral normative commitments, and where the resulting regulatory gaps are partially 
filled by incremental voluntary measures of individual States.29  

In contrast to States, unilateralization is the product of an entirely different consideration as 
far as non-State organized armed groups are concerned: rather than to “delegalize” IHL 
proper or norms that regulate armed conflicts more broadly, unilateral normative 
commitments here assume a role in addressing some of the conundrums caused by IHL's 
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State-centric features, most notably the exclusion of non-State organized armed groups from 
the creation of multilateral conventional and customary IHL. We will return to this issue 
below (see the “Non-State organized armed groups” section). 

Systemic implications, pitfalls and potential of unilateralization 

What, then, are the systemic implications of unilateralization for the fabric of IHL? What 
prospect does it hold out to develop IHL further? And what risks does it bear? These 
questions will be examined by first considering reciprocity and belligerent equality as two 
closely intertwined fundamental precepts of IHL (“Reciprocity and belligerent equality” 
section), before addressing the risk of unilateralization leading to a retrogressive trend in IHL 
as the primary international legal framework to regulate armed conflicts (“The risk of 
retrogression” section). We will then turn to the role of unilateralization vis-à-vis non-State 
organized armed groups (“Non-State organized armed groups” section). 

Reciprocity and belligerent equality 

Unilateralization leads to diverging standards between belligerent parties (except in the 
situation where belligerent parties unilaterally commit to identical rules). A first implication 
for the fabric of IHL is that unilateral norms that regulate armed conflicts are divorced from 
reciprocity and belligerent equality. Both are traditionally assigned pivotal roles in the 
development and applicability of, as well as in the compliance with, IHL. Hersch Lauterpacht 
famously asserted, a few years after the Second World War, that “it is impossible to visualize 
the conduct of hostilities in which one side would be bound by rules of warfare without 
benefiting from them and the other side would benefit from them without being bound by 
them”.30 The crucial role of reciprocity and belligerent equality that his assertion epitomizes 
has remained a doctrinal truism of dogmatic proportion and dominates our thinking about 
IHL, even if more recent scholarship has brought to the fore certain nuances, especially when 
comparing the role of reciprocity and belligerent equality in international armed conflicts 
(IACs) and NIACs, respectively (see further, the “Non-State organized armed groups” 
section below). 

Much as in international law more broadly, reciprocity's role in the creation (and hence 
development) by States of the two main sources of IHL – treaty and custom – is 
omnipresent.31 Despite occasional affirmations to the contrary expressed in relation to 
multilateral treaties of a “normative” character in some fields, including IHL, the creation of 
conventional and customary IHL is quite simply not occurring unilaterally.32 Accordingly, 
conventional and customary IHL cannot develop through unilateralization (unless unilateral 
acts can be couched in terms of practice and/or opinio juris as part of the process of 
customary IHL formation). Indeed, to the extent that unilateralization takes the form of non-
legally binding unilateral commitments (as it frequently does) it forestalls these norms that 
regulate armed conflict from entering the realm of international law.33 Consequently, any 
instance of non-compliance with such non-legal norms will not be governed by the rules and 
processes applicable to breaches of international law, including those that international law 
foresees for the responsibility of States and individuals. This is not to suggest that non-legal 
unilateral normative commitments cannot feature in a broader framework of accountability 
that encompasses all processes (also non-legal and/or domestic ones) through which the 
conduct of parties to an armed conflict are assessed and measured. Indeed, some of them can 
even entail domestic legal responsibility were these commitments binding as a matter of 
domestic – rather than international – law.34 States and other actors may be engaged by other 
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States and other actors, including their own domestic constituencies if they do not act in 
conformity with non-legal unilateral normative commitments. In fact, some of the features of 
such a broader scheme of accountability may closely resemble, or even be identical to, those 
of a less formal nature that we are familiar with in IHL, such as when media and public 
opinion exert pressure and demand that States account for their actions. The important 
difference remains, however, that States can reject any claim of “responsibility” for a 
“breach” of a non-legal unilateral normative commitment by asserting its non-legal and 
unilateral nature. 

A separate issue concerns the implications of unilateralization for de facto reciprocity in the 
realm of compliance with IHL. Even though it is not featuring as a legal condition for 
compliance with applicable rules of IHL,35 reciprocity is regarded as a socio-psychological 
factor which has an impact on compliance, both in a positive (observance of one party 
generates observance of its opponent) and a negative sense (violations of one party trigger 
violations by the opponent).36 De facto reciprocity is postulated to constitute such a factor on 
condition that belligerents are bound by the same rules of IHL, encapsulated in the dogma of 
belligerent equality,37 which is precisely not the case with unilateral normative commitments, 
except in the case where the belligerents in a given armed conflict unilaterally undertake to 
apply the same rules of IHL.38 On that account, unilateralization would bear the risk of 
making a negative impact on belligerents’ propensity to comply with IHL, because those 
norms to which a given belligerent has unilaterally committed do not “bind” its opponent. 
Yet, the suggestion that unilateralization automatically means less compliance needs to be 
approached with caution for at least the following two reasons. 

First, compliance of one belligerent party may bear the potential of inducing the opponent 
belligerent party to reciprocate such behaviour, even if the behaviour conforms to unilateral 
normative commitments, as opposed to conventional or customary IHL. If party A to a NIAC 
unilaterally applies standards that mimic the treatment of prisoners of war, the opponent party 
B may be induced to reciprocate such conduct. For, the very psycho-sociological mechanisms 
that are at play when reciprocity is said to have an impact on the conduct of parties to armed 
conflicts and their individual members are not, or at least not primarily, dependent on 
reciprocal legal relations. Rather, it is the conduct of one party that is reciprocated by its 
opponent. Whether that conduct is in conformity with reciprocal legal rules (or indeed, 
whether it conforms to non-legal norms) seems to be of lesser importance in the context of de 
facto reciprocity. Put differently, reciprocal rules would seem not to be a conditio sine qua 
non for de facto reciprocity to generate a pull towards compliance: we need to distinguish 
between norms on which belligerents base their conduct (legal or non-legal, reciprocal or 
unilateral), on the one hand, and the implications of such conduct for the conduct of the 
belligerent opponent, on the other.39  

Second, de facto reciprocity's significance needs to be considered in the broader context of 
other factors that make an impact on compliance. Pertinent scholarship suggests that factors 
such as the quest for international and domestic legitimacy,40 cultural and religious values, 
doctrine and ideology, professional (military) ethics and a sense of honour,41 effective and 
virtuous leadership within military organizations, and military efficiency more broadly,42 
exert significant influence on the behaviour of belligerents and their inclination to comply 
with IHL. Material resources and capacity of a given party to an armed conflict also exert 
influence. Yet, to the extent that these are internal factors that originate in the “inner life” of a 
belligerent, they are to a large extent divorced from, and retain their significance irrespective 
of, the behaviour of an opponent. As a matter of fact, unilateral normative commitments can 
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even be said to befit these factors as modes of articulation, for instance in the form of internal 
guidelines, instructions to the armed forces, disciplinary codes or codes of conduct. Endowed 
with the pedigree of internal legitimacy, they may very well bear the potential to further 
compliance. Surely, it is not suggested here that the potential to generate compliance pulls of 
de facto reciprocity and of internal factors as articulated in unilateral normative commitments 
are mutually exclusive. Belligerents’ motivation to comply with IHL may very well be 
informed by both. The point remains, however, that an absence of de facto reciprocity does 
not automatically mean non-compliance because internal factors as articulated in unilateral 
normative commitments can generate compliance pulls. 

The risk of retrogression 

Unilateralization carries the risk of outright retrogression if States contest rules of IHL or 
their detailed content and recouch them as non-legal unilateral normative commitments. 
Here, unilateralization does not take the form of creating “new” (even if non-legally binding) 
norms. Rather, unilateralization is used as a strategy to tone down an attempt at delegalization 
by “re-committing” to a delegalized norm through a unilateral commitment. Admittedly, 
instances of blatant delegalization of fundamental rules of IHL by attempting to downgrade 
them from international legally binding rules to non-legal unilateral normative commitments 
rarely occur. The standards for the treatment of detainees in the so-called War on Terror, 
where the United States replaced legally required standards of treatment with less exacting 
non-legal unilateral normative commitments,43 constitute a notorious exception to the rule 
that IHL's fundamental principles display a fair degree of stability. Another example is 
Israel's position on the applicability of the Fourth Geneva Convention to the Occupied 
Palestinian Territory, rejecting it de jure despite the contrary position of an overwhelming 
majority of other States, the International Court of Justice44 and international organizations, 
but instead applying its “humanitarian provisions” de facto, in an attempt to turn these 
provisions into unilateral normative commitments that lack legal force.45 Although 
exceptional, these examples illustrate that the risk of retrogression is real even in relation to 
fundamental precepts of IHL. Also, even less so can the risk of more subtle forms of 
retrogression in relation to detailed aspects of a given rule be excluded. Again, the US DoD 
Law of War Manual supplies an instructive example, this time in relation to the obligation to 
take feasible precautions for the protection of civilians and other protected persons and 
objects. The Manual expresses the view that the United States, even though a non-party to the 
First Additional Protocol, accepts such an obligation.46 It also clarifies that the term 
“feasible” can be used interchangeably with the terms “reasonable” or “practical” and that a 
determination of whether or not a precautionary measure is feasible has to be made “taking 
into account humanitarian and military considerations”.47 Siding with many States, including 
State parties to the First Additional Protocol, and with a number of authorities, the authors of 
the DoD Law of War Manual construe the overall precautions requirement as a due diligence 
obligation. Accordingly, they consider it to require those precautions to be taken “that are 
practicable or practically possible, taking into account all circumstances ruling at the time, 
including humanitarian and military considerations”.48 The notions of “practicable” and 
“practically possible”, in turn, denote that the determination of the feasibility or non-
feasibility of a given precaution is a fact-driven exercise. If circumstances are such to render 
a given precautionary measure practical or practically possible, it is a legal obligation under 
IHL to take such a measure. So far, the construction of the precautions requirement in the US 
Manual corresponds to the widely accepted view. Yet, the US DoD Law of War Manual 
differs from the latter in as much as it posits that: 
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the determination of whether a precaution is feasible involves significant policy, 
practical, and military judgments, which are committed to the responsible commander 
to make in good faith based on the available information. In assessing whether the 
obligation to take feasible precautions has been satisfied after the fact, it will be 
important to assess the situation that the commander confronted at the time of the 
decision and not to rely on hindsight.49  

  

The Manual subsequently reiterates that “it is not the case that the legal requirement to take 
feasible precautions requires whatever may be done” and confirms the view that “it is 
possible for precautions to be taken, as a matter of practice or policy, that are not required as 
a matter of law, and the U.S. military frequently has done so.”50 Surely, such a unilateral 
policy-driven overreach of the legal obligation to take precautions is unproblematic from an 
IHL perspective. Yet, introducing policy choices (or policy “judgments”, as they are referred 
to in the Manual) into the determination of whether a given precautionary measure is feasible 
bears the risk of retrogression, if and when such policy choices fall short of what is practical 
and practically possible under the circumstances. 

The risk of retrogression is exacerbated by the failure of an overwhelming majority of States 
to identify precisely what they consider to be rules of customary IHL, by refraining from 
positively revealing which of their practice they consider to be accompanied by opinio juris 
as the conviction that it is required or permissible as a matter of IHL. Rather than doing so, 
States either opt for generic assertions that (their positions on) IHL shall not be confused with 
their unilateral (non-legal) normative commitments that belong to the exclusive realm of 
politics and policies or they opt for pronouncements of what they consider not to be the law 
in the context of specific rules.51 Thus far, the call for a constructive (re)claiming of the 
central role of States in the creation of customary IHL by more assertive, but also more 
precise, pronouncements on their opinio juris has remained unheeded.52 What results is at 
best a stagnation in the development or clarification of customary IHL, and at worst an 
attempt at pushing back on existing customary rules of IHL. Unilateralization plays a role in 
both respects, as unilateral non-legal normative commitments replace clear and precise 
pronouncements on States’ opinio juris or are offered as an alternative to existing customary 
rules. From a positivistic standpoint, such challenges to existing customary rules of IHL are 
doomed to fail, as long as they are confined to a minority of States. The customary rules of 
IHL remain legally binding, even upon the State which attempts to push back on them by 
resorting to unilateralization (or, for that matter, by resorting to other strategies). Yet, in a 
legal system that remains to a large extent horizontal, engaging the State concerned on the 
basis of such legally binding rules becomes more difficult, if the standpoint of that State is 
that the rule in question is merely a unilateral non-legal normative commitment rather than a 
legally binding rule of IHL. The normative traction of the given customary rule is weakened 
vis-à-vis that State. For, from that State's perspective, unilateralization offers it the option to 
respond to the invocation of the given rule of customary IHL by claiming that it has 
committed to the envisaged conduct or result only unilaterally and in a non-legally binding 
manner. 

Non-State organized armed groups 

As alluded to, unilateralization assumes a different role vis-à-vis non-State organized armed 
groups than vis-à-vis States. While non-State organized armed groups are largely excluded 
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from the process of conventional and customary law-making (with the exception of ad hoc 
agreements, including special agreements concluded in accordance with Article 3 common to 
the four Geneva Conventions), it has become virtually universally accepted ever since the 
adoption of common Article 3 that conventional and customary IHL binds them. Unilateral 
normative commitments have gained prominence in a quest to overcome the doctrinal, 
practical and humanitarian challenges53 that this enigma entails. Indeed, such unilateral 
normative commitments often are reaffirmations of rules of IHL that conventional wisdom 
holds already bind non-State organized armed groups.54 At times, they even go further than 
what a State opponent has accepted as legally binding upon it under IHL and in that sense are 
constitutive rather than declaratory.55 Securing a unilateral normative commitment by a non-
State organized armed group is seen as a way of strengthening the sense of ownership of non-
State organized armed groups over the norms of IHL, increasing their normative traction, and 
improving such groups’ propensity to comply.56 As noted above, the question whether their 
unilateral commitments are (or can be) constitutive of IHL cannot be answered conclusively. 
However, unilateralization in the context of non-State organized armed groups is being 
employed as a strategy to at least confirm the validity of IHL and on occasion even as a 
strategy to bring them into the reach of IHL in case of rules that would otherwise not apply to 
them. Unilateralization hence assumes a radically different role than in the case of States. 

The systemic implications of unilateralization for the law of NIAC also differ in some 
important respects from those for the law of IACs. The role of reciprocity and belligerent 
equality in the latter context cannot be equated with that in the former in at least the 
following ways. First, the creation of conventional and customary law of NIAC does not 
occur along reciprocal lines in as much as non-State organized armed groups are 
systematically excluded from the law-making process. Second, several aspects of the notion 
of belligerent equality suggest that it is somewhat of a conceptual misfit in the context of the 
law of NIAC. In IACs, IHL creates a perfect balance between parties to an armed conflict, 
most notably due to its separation from the jus ad bellum and by excluding the possibility of 
applying domestic (criminal) law to lawful acts of war by virtue of the combatant privilege. 
In contrast, members of State armed forces and those of non-State organized armed groups 
are unequal in the sense that the former are granted certain rights and privileges whereas the 
latter are not. Admittedly, the ensuing inequality is not one under the international law of 
NIAC, which retains the fiction of equal application. However, the inequality under domestic 
law that follows from the absence of a shield of immunity as a result of the combatant 
privilege is an important departure from the law of IAC. Indeed, a lack of compliance with 
IHL by non-State organized armed groups is not infrequently explained, at least in part, by 
that inequality, informing the recurring de lege ferenda calls for an extension of both jus ad 
bellum and combatant privilege to NIACs.57 The question whether and to what extent this 
assumption withstands rigorous scrutiny aside,58 the transposition of belligerent equality into 
the law of NIAC should be met with a fair degree of scepticism and nuance.59 Besides for 
conceptual reasons, such scepticism is also informed by concerns about the normative 
overreach that results from belligerent equality in an increasingly dense set of rules of the law 
of NIACs, which imposes obligations on (some) non-State organized armed groups that are 
regarded as unrealistic in factual terms. One alternative that has been offered is to tailor the 
extent and nature of obligations of non-State organized armed groups under the law of NIAC 
and align them to their factual capacities and capabilities on a “sliding-scale of obligations”.60 
Another suggestion is to move from formal to substantive equality under the law of NIAC, 
and replace the idea underlying belligerent equality in NIACs that States and non-State 
organized armed groups are the same (and hence subject to the same obligations) by a model 
in which insurgents and the State may be held to distinct obligations.61 This model foresees 
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the involvement of non-State organized armed groups in the norm creation process, leading to 
“the identification of a code for insurgents, which can be the pendant of state duties under the 
laws of war by way of a process that directly and exclusively involves non-state armed 
groups, and no state at all”.62 On both accounts, the ensuing unilateralization is regarded as a 
means to accommodate non-State organized armed groups better within the fabric of IHL 
with the ultimate goal of improving their compliance with it. 

And yet, as laudable as that endeavour may be, we should not lose sight of the risks that the 
offered solutions entail. Tying IHL obligations to factual capacities may lead to a race to the 
bottom, because it would disincentivize non-State organized armed groups to improve their 
compliance capacities.63 On the opponent's (State) side, abandoning belligerent equality may 
also entail the risk of delegitimizing IHL and of doing away with whatever is left of 
reciprocity as generating a pull towards compliance.64 Moreover, several questions would 
need to be answered in testing the hypothesis that granting non-State organized armed groups 
a role in the norm-creation process may improve compliance. What if the resulting norms 
diverge in important respects from IHL as we know it? Are we prepared to take the consent 
of non-State organized armed groups to a given norm of IHL seriously enough to also accept 
that a lack of consent means that a given rule of IHL does not bind them? Are some rules of 
IHL (perhaps for example the fundamental rules as enshrined in common Article 3 and the 
basic principles of distinction and protection) sacrosanct and safe from withholding consent? 

While both the fact/capacity-driven and the consent-driven alternative models to belligerent 
equality thus give rise to a number of challenges, a more modest model of unilateralization 
would be to separate more clearly the rules of IHL proper from unilateral normative 
commitments of non-State organized armed groups. To secure such commitments may be 
important to engage non-State organized armed groups and can potentially also be one way to 
further compliance, but it need not necessarily come at the expense of the already applicable 
law of NIAC if the latter is understood to retain its validity, albeit in the background. As long 
as IHL and unilateral normative commitments align or there is a willingness of a non-State 
organized armed group to go beyond what the law requires, there is no need to let the law 
take the front seat in engaging a non-State organized armed group, especially if that group 
assigns more normative traction to its unilateral commitment than to IHL. Obviously, such a 
model has its limits: if a non-State organized armed group is unwilling or unable to emulate 
individual rules in unilateral normative commitments, IHL will in all likelihood not provide a 
very efficient safety net in the background or, for that matter, anywhere else. However, both 
IHL and unilateral normative commitments can play a mutually enforcing role when 
engaging with an organized armed group in the quest to change such an attitude or to develop 
its compliance capabilities. Those aspects of the law of NIAC that are rejected or normatively 
overreaching the factual capacity of a given organized armed group at a given moment in 
time might be held off to form the subject of a unilateral normative commitment until the 
attitude or factual circumstances have changed. This would not mean that the law of NIAC 
has been inapplicable in the meantime, nor would it mean that such an organized armed 
group can freely chose not to improve its compliance capabilities. Rather, the law would 
provide important benchmarks in capacity-building measures, whereas unilateral normative 
commitments assume the role of emulating the rule(s) of IHL in question when these 
measures have yielded sufficient results. 
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Conclusion 

Unilateral normative commitments are a feature of contemporary IHL. While one has to be 
cautious about making predictions for the future, the function that unilateralization fulfils 
suggests that its relevance will neither stagnate nor decrease. There are no signs that the two 
main drivers of unilateralization – the fatigue of States to resort to “ordinary” law-making, in 
particular as regards conventional IHL, and the phenomenon of non-State organized armed 
groups – are about to disappear. If anything, the current international climate and the reality 
of NIACs indicate that instances of unilateralization will continue to increase, much as other 
compensatory responses to the lack of traditional IHL development through treaty and 
custom – including “informal” law-making through expert manuals, clarification processes 
and humanitarian actors (not least the ICRC) claiming some of the space left unoccupied by 
inactive States.65 The point is not whether unilateralization is “good” or “bad”. The point is 
rather that we consider it in the overall normative landscape of the regulation of armed 
conflicts and subject it to rigorous scrutiny in the quest to maintain the delicate balance 
between humanitarian considerations and military exigencies that informs IHL as a whole. 
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